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Do y ou want to learn another language?
Would y ou like to get into better shape? A re
y ou interested in learning how to code? Many
of us would lov e to acquire new skills, but
write them off as “too difficult” or “too time
consuming” to pursue.
By using accelerated learning techniques, y ou
can rapidly learn skills that normally take
months, y ears, or decades of study . In this
blog post, y ou’ll learn 1 0 accelerated learning
tactics that y ou can apply to learn any skill, language, or technology .
One of the most important aspects of acquiring new skills is hav ing the right ty pe of mindset.
Enroll in our course, Learn Like a Su perh ero, T h ink Like a Su perv illain, and learn how to
unlock y our personal accelerated learning potential.

Break difficult ambitions into smaller,
achievable goals
When learning new skills, people often
confuse ambitions with goals.“Learning how
to speak Spanish” is an ambition – something
one aspires to do.“Learn the 1 00 most
frequently used Spanish w ords” is a
measurable, achiev able goal.
The key to enhancing y our learning
capabilities is being able to break down all of
y our ambitions – whether they ’re related to

business, language, or health – into a series of small, measurable, and achiev able goals.
From programming to fitness, break large goals down into smaller steps and y ou’ll find they
aren’t as difficult to achiev e as y ou think. Our course, Learning to Learn, is a wonderful
resource for improv ing y our ability to break down complex tasks.

Use the 80:20 principle to focus on vital
information
Hav e y ou ev er heard of the Pareto principle?
It’s a simple rule that say s that 80% of y our
results will come from 20% of y our work. It’s
mostly used in business (80% of sales, for
ex ample, coming from 20% of customers) but
it can be applied to any thing.
In English, 20% of words make up 80% of
written language. In music, 20% of chord
progressions make up 80% of all pop songs.
A ccelerated learning requires that y ou focus
on the v ital 20% and av oid wasting time on the less v ital 80% of the task.
A pply the Pareto principle to all of y our learning, from foreign language v ocabulary to computer
programming, and y ou’ll learn faster than ev er. Learn more about the Pareto principle by
enrolling in our Master Y ou r T im e productiv ity course.

Learn how to block out distractions and
single-task
Real estate inv estor Gary Keller has a
wonderful quote about multitasking: “Y ou
can do tw o things at once, but you can’t
focus effectively on tw o things at once.”It’s
often far less productiv e to multitask than it is
to focus on one task at a time.
A fter y ou’v e broken y our goal down into
small, achiev able steps, y ou need to focus on
one at a time. Block out distractions – from
Y ouTube to emails – and spend all of y our
energy working on onetask at a time for max imum productiv ity .
Need help blocking out the noise and focusing on the signal? Enroll inProdu ctiv ity Booster to

learn the basics skills of time management, organization, and personal efficiency .

Practice new skills as you learn them to
improve memory
It’s far easier to learn a skill when y ou can
practice it easily . For ex ample, the basic steps
of play ing pool – calculating the angle and
striking the ball – are v ery simple, but without
a cue in hand to practice with, remarkably
difficult to master.
The key to retaining information is practice.
A s soon as y ou’v e learned the basics of a new
skill – from PHP to Spanish v ocabulary – put
them to use by creating practical tests for
y ourself.

Use mind maps to enhance your
information retention skills
Mind maps are powerful tools for accelerated
learning. By creating a mind map for new
skills y ou’d like to master, y ou can more
easily break them down into smaller steps for
study , rev ision, and practice.
Y ou can use mind maps to solv e problems,
break complex sy stems down into small,
simple processes, or just deconstruct a
complicated task. Learn more about how to
use mind maps in our blog post onm ind m ap
ex am ples.
The benefits of using mind maps are huge, from improv ed organizational skills to a deeper, more
practical understanding of almost any topic. Enroll in our course, T h e Ultim ate Mind Map
Cou rse for Edu cation, to learn how to create mind maps to make the process of learning new
skills simple.

Break your work into small sessions to
avoid cognitive burnout

Do y ou feel burned out towards the end of the
workday ? Most people work far more
efficiently in small sessions of 25 minutes to
an hour than in solid 3-4 hour blocks of
constant, hands-on work.
Regardless of how efficient y our learning skills
are, y ou’ll struggle to dev elop skills if y ou lack
the motiv ation and energy to continue.
Cognitiv e burnout and stress can be serious
issues for lifelong learners, no matter how
productiv e they are.
One of the best way s to av oid burnout is by using the Pomodoro technique to break y our work
and learning sessions into small, easily manageable slices. Check out T h e Ultim ate
Produ ctiv ity Blu eprint to learn the Pomodoro technique for y ourself.

Collaborate with friends to test your
abilities and knowledge
A re y ou a competitiv e person? Setting
y ourself challenges is one of the best way s to
improv e y our focus and accelerate the
process of learning any thing. Work with y our
friends to test each other’s abilities and
acquire new skills together.
From v ocabulary competitions for learning
foreign languages to measuring progress in
the weights room, healthy competition is a
great way to accelerate the process of
learning new skills.

Once you’ve learned a new skill, reactivate
it as required

We often compare skills to riding a bike,
noting that once they ’re learned, it’s almost
impossible to forget them. Not all skills are
like this – skills based around knowledge
rather than muscle memory , such as
languages, are surprisingly easy to unlearn.
Luckily , reactiv ating a lost skill – whether it’s
the ability to play the guitar or fluency in
Italian – is simple. A ccelerate the process of
relearning skills y ou’v e forgotten by using
ex ercises to remember the fundamentals so the rest comes back naturally .
For a language, the process is often as simple as watching foreign TV shows without subtitles.
Learn more about how to activ ate and reactiv ate skills by enrolling in our course, Learning
How to Learn.

Don’t work too hard – take a break to
refresh your mind and body
A lmost any one with a 9A M to 5PM schedule
can attest to the fact that most of their
productiv e work occurs in the morning. While
some people can work for day s with no
decline in productiv ity , most of us work best
in a 3-4 hour daily window.
This 3-4 hour window of productiv ity also
applies to learning. The time we spend on
learning something and the knowledge we
retain is not a linear curv e – it’s far more often
a logarithmic one.
In order to max imize y our learning skills, it’s often important tow ork less. Focus on relax ing,
taking a break, and letting the information y ou’v e acquired sink in instead of cramming endlessly
to max imize sheer informational input.
One of the best way s to improv e information retention is by reducing stress. Not a natural at
getting rid of stress? Do not worry , most of us cannot cope with it in healthy way s. Meditation
for Stresscourse to learn how to reduce stress and anx iety using ancient meditation techniques.

Create metrics for measuring and tracking
your progress

Like famous management consultant Peter
Drucker said,“w hat gets measured, gets
managed.” One of the most effectiv e tactics
for accelerated learning is tracking and
measuring y our progress.
Create metrics for determining y our success
in a particular field – from v ocabulary in a
foreign language to reps or mile times in
personal fitness – so that y ou can keep track
of y our progress. Without metrics, it’s
impossible to tell if y ou’re improv ing.

Learn more about accelerated learning
Do y ou want to learn a new language? Would y ou like to become a programmer? Is it y our dream
to master the piano? By using accelerated learning techniques, skills that once seemed impossible
can be rapidly acquired and mastered.
From dev eloping a meta-strategy to v isualizing y our future, dev elop the mindset for accelerated
learning by enrolling in our Goals of Learning course. In ov er 1 .5 hours of content, y ou’ll
master the mindset for lifelong learning success.

